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View to the North West corner from University Way

Project Description

Project Description
The UBCO TLC project is a critical piece in the overall master planning of the campus that
will anchor the north end of the campus and establish a key intersection between the main
campus street, University Way, and the pedestrian boulevard, University Walk, envisioned as
the main connector between the residences and the south end of the campus, characterized
by Wellness activities.
Understanding the placement of the building reveals the opportunities for:
•• Exploring passive house strategies for design,
•• making legible the campus organization,
•• creating memorable interior spaces
Beyond the much needed space requirements that this new building will fulfill, it is a critical
piece in the completion of UBCO`s vision for social sustainability and urban design. The
Teaching and Learning Centre will be the southern anchor for the Highstreet/University
Walk Crossroad. This is an exciting opportunity to create an impression and set the tone for
the expanding campus.

Some of the design considerations are:
Profile
How can the building establish presence and profile on University Walk?
Street
How can an entry point clearly signal a point of welcome and destination from University
Way? Could a connection to the TLC promote a street friendly and safe environment for
pedestrians as well as invite the curious to explore the campus and the building?
Façade
Could a major collective space be located on University Way, activating the façade and
allowing generous amounts of natural light without the concern of glare or heat gain to the
occupied spaces?
Interior
Could the arrival space be inviting, active and clear in its organization?

The building design must be simple to meet the
stringent cost and schedule deadlines responsibly but
it must balance this simplicity with unique gestures
befitting of a Landmark building. Additionally, as
the first impression, once through the doors, visiting
potential students and parents need a snapshot of the
vibrant, practical, regional and progressive culture at
UBCO.

Figure A
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Additionally the design must reflect these project goals:
•• Social Sustainabilty and Urban Design: Contribute to a memorable student experience
through interior spaces and learning spaces and strengthen the campus while being
vibrant, accessible and legible
•• Economic Sustainability: Optimize the planning, incorporate life cycle assessments,
coordinate a project that is delivered in a coordinated way and prioritizes the operational
effectiveness
•• Environmental Sustainability: Low carbon operations and construction and design for
ambitious energy consumption targets
The major components that shape the project are:
•• Study and Informal Learning Commons (600 seats)
•• Graduate Student Commons; Digital Technology Centre with a Teaching and
Visualization Lab and a Digital Media Production and Streaming Room
•• Special Collection Reading Room, Archives and Art Collection
•• Large, tiered Lecture Theatre (408 seats) with capacity for small group collaboration
The functionality of the design has been derived and informed by an ongoing stakeholder
process; additionally, the placement of the major components was established to facilitate the
project's urban design goals and to enhance the campus context. The interior spaces will be
the focus of subsequent review submissions.
The project scope includes the adjacent public space extending to the north sidewalk
of University Way from the face of the proposed future academic building. The future
pedestrian character of this street and the vision for a programmable plaza at the intersection
of High and Main (University Way and Walk) directly influences the character and levels of
the ground floor of the TLC.
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Figure B

Figure C
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Project Priorities and Principles
1.
••

Establish legible Interior Pathways from interior to exterior
Main Entry A: Located at the intersection of University Way and University Walk with
direct cross axial relationship to the Great Hall-a (main Informal Study lounge) and the
Library-b

••

Secondary Entry B: Located at mid block on the East elevation anticipates traffic from
the EME building, the Transit Stop and from Alumni Way

••

Secondary Entry C: Located between the Library and the TLC anticipates pedestrian
traffic from on University Walk and the Campus Court

2.
••

Seek opportunities for informal gathering spaces to orient and create memorable spaces
Informal Study Lounge is centrally located and visible, intended to be a “collision space”
where different types of activity are accessible and showcased. Tiered platforms (5 of
the 6 are Barrier Free accessible) cascade from the ground level towards Alumni Way
following the street section. Platforms extend to the exterior to create opportunities for
gathering in good weather. Meeting rooms with groups of 4-10 students involved in
group-study overlook the Informal Study Lounge. Above the Informal Study Lounge
is the Galleria over looking University Way. A clerestory window allows views to the
activities below the Galleria.

••

Other spaces that encourage awareness of activities and amenities include the Media
Lab over looking the Quiet Study Lounge, the Immersive Theatre adjacent to the main
building lobby, and the Visualization Lab adjacent to the Lecture Theatre crush space.

••

The café is located at the main entry allowing for spill out seating under a protected
overhang viewing back to the new plaza and University Walk.

3.
••

Vibrant corner to anchor University Way and University Walk (Fig. B, Fig. F)
The corner is programmed with activity, with the main entry and café at grade, Lounges,
potential event space and the Media Visualization Lab located on level 2 and 3

••

The protected entry is clad with a wood soffit and the ground plane leads from the level
plaza to the main entry, connecting the University Student Centre with the TLC.

4.

Corner should be a landmark for those arriving to campus (Fig. G)

Figure D
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••

Arriving from the North, the TLC’s Great Hall follows the slope of University Way with
a series of terraces that extend from inside the hall to the exterior pedestrian edge.

••

Level 2 is a transparent double storey student lounge space adjacent to the 400 seat
Theatre. This space is also imagined as a space for a special event receptions.

5.
••

Street furniture and places to stop along western-facing University Walk
Subject to full budget review and development of the landscape plan, there is the
possibility to locate permanent street furniture along University Walk.

••

It is anticipated that café seating can be located at the main entry under the protective
overhang

6.
••

Vibrant corner expression, building signage and beacon (Fig. F, Fig. G)
At the NW corner, the proposed cementitious cladding lifts dramatically on the second
level to reveal a continuous glazed lounge and circulation space along University Way
focused to the north while on the third level the cladding peals away on both the north
and west facades to refocus the grad lounge and meeting rooms to views on University
Way, the distant views and University Walk.

••

The profile of the building at the NE corner follows the same gesture as the NW corner
lifting to allow the glazed room to be revealed and creating a distinctive evening profile
for the building. Together with views to the activity in the Great Hall, this is seen as an
inviting and significant arrival tableau

7.
••

Anticipation of the forthcoming development to the East and the north (Fig. H, Fig. J)
Suggestions for relationship between the future buiding and the TLC shown in Fig. H
and J

••

Please See landscape street sections for anticipated relationship across University Way.

General: The most compact footprint has been pursued to create an efficient site plan and
spatial programme organization towards retention of future site development on the southeasterly portion of the site.
The overall character of the TLC design is a be a bold but simple building that is
characterized by a rational plan, strategic compact massing, approx. 40% overall glazing and
distinguished by four major unique exterior gestures:
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Figure E
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A cascading Great Hall made expansive by its connection to the exterior and its views
and visual relationship to other programme, shaped by the underside of the raked seating
of the 400 seat Theatre
9. Articulated curtainwall cut into the north façade with an angled gesture revealing the
Galleria and convenience stair landing as well as articulating the NW corner of the
building
10. A cantilevered north overhang along University way creating an outdoor room over the
NW building corner
11. A wrapping window cut into the north and west facades on the third level contributing
to the dynamic and active NW corner.
•• The building cladding is under development and is anticipated to be a limited palette of
regional materials, inspired by local and campus form and the dialogue between solid,
void, reflective surfaces, highlight colours and wood. The refinement of the gestures,
details and material palette will be further developed in the forth-coming design
development phase.
8.

Figure F

Figure G
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View approaching from the East on University Way

Design Policy Compliance

Design Policy Compliance
2. The Overall Campus Experience
The new TLC is designed to be fully integrated and enrich the existing campus network of
indoor and outdoor social spaces while creating a cutting-edge environment for learning and
teaching.

2.1 Campus Arrival and Access
2.1.1 Gateway:
The project acknowledges that University Way is a principal vehicular arrival point and
proposes a transparent façade on the ground floor and second floor that addresses the East
arrival.
The existing signage at entry points in campus will be updated to reflect the new TLC
building according to UBC Sign Standards and Guidelines.
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Landscape plan incorporating future Central Plaza and North side of University Way
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2.1.6 University Way/High Street
The pedestrianization of University Way/High Street North of Alumni Way is anticipated and
the landscape design facilitates barrier free access to the upper plaza.
University Way/High Street is envisioned as a space with urban character and expression.
The frontage of the TLC along University Way/High Street will be an extension of the TLC
interior terraces with generous outdoor terrace spaces. This will allow for the interior activities
to be reflected to the spaces outside and create an active edge to the building exterior. Further
North, between the terraces and pedestrianized fire route, will be smaller, more intimate
and informal social spaces arranged around the accessible pathways that wind through the
boulevarded area. These spaces will be articulated with numerous seating walls – some with
wood toppers – and water efficient planting within planters under a treed canopy.
This treatment in character and expression is to be reflected in the boulevard and pedestrian
spaces along the frontage of the future academic building. This treatment supports the desire
for the future academic building to incorporate exterior café space and an active edge that
will support retail spaces fronting onto University Way/High Street.
The urban character will be reinforced by the expression of the TLC and future academic
building at the base as well and the spatial arrangement within its width.
The overall width is slightly tightened compared to the University Way/High Street further
West to a building face-to-building face dimension of 28 metres. This will frame Eastern
views to the mountains and views to the proposed High Street/University Way spaces to
the West. The building base is set back from the overall building mass creating a protected
overhang. The boulevards are 8 metres wide and are lined with a street-like treatment of
canopy trees to provide shade and scale to the street. The planting areas will also contribute
to the stormwater strategy for storage and infiltration of roof water runoff within the planted
areas. The spaces are also designed to accommodate necessary snow clearing widths and snow
storage.
The pedestrianized fire route will be paved with a high quality concrete unit paving. All
consideration in further development will be given to lighting, planting, edge treatments and
seating that will contribute to the pedestrianized scale of the space.

Street section through University Way looking East
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2.2 Pedestrian and Cycling Network:

2.4 Open Space:

The pedestrianization of the fire route will reinforce the core pedestrian network of the
campus and create ample pedestrian access to the campus cross roads at University Way/
High Street, University Walk and the central Plaza. There are accessible connections across
University Way/High Street at the East end, at the West at the plaza level and at mid-block.

University Way/High Street has been designed to allow for seating and gathering in sun and
shade, and also will provide protection from the elements. Informal gathering areas have been
planned with lines of canopy trees and open areas that will provide opportunities for both
sun and shade. The building is set back at the base creating an overhang for protection from
the elements on the terraces adjacent to the TLC building.

Main access at the North West corner of TLC building is located at this crossroads
reinforcing the importance of this core area of the campus. There are secondary entrances
located on the East and West sides serviced by walkways well connected to University Way/
High Street and University Walk.
The boulevard spaces will provide the accessible pathways necessary to negotiate the
slope incorporating low slope sidewalks (5% or less) with ramping at 1:12 (8%) kept to a
minimum.
The fire route width of University Way/High Street provides ample room for pedestrians and
cyclists to negotiate the space. There will be bicycle parking on the West and East sides of the
TLC building located adjacent to the entrances.
The pedestrian routes will be further studied with respect to any changes anticipated to
pedestrian movements that result from the development and implementation of the public
realm plan.

2.3 Ceremonial Routes:
The TLC building’s massing and West elevation further enhance the Ceremonial experience
along the University Walk by providing a continuous front aligned with the existing Library.
Planter seating walls, understorey planting and canopy trees will provide a formal frame for
University Walk enhancing the ceremonial expression of the space that continues further
South along the library edge. Moving South to North along the walk, the landscape will
frame views to the entrance area at the North-West corner of the TLC and will create a
decompression moment to the plaza as it opens up to the central space.

[blow up plan of area]
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Paving will be patterned using concrete unit paving combined with stone feature paving and
accents. The paving will provide visual interest as well as cues for way finding. Signage can
also be embedded in the paving for wayfinding, artwork and commemorative purposes.

2.4.3 University Centre Plaza
The new TLC North-West corner is purposely designed to support the University Centre
Plaza as the social heart of the campus. Programmatically, the recessed transparent corner
main entrance with a significant overhang and the location of the café with an outdoor
terrace facilitate the social use of the Plaza with loose seating to create an active and flexible
space.
The paving in this area will take cues from the TLC building and will mesh with the
University Centre Plaza. Opportunities for incorporating light and artwork will be explored
in the next stage of the design.

Design Policy Compliance

2.5 Use buildings to Define and Animate outdoor
Spaces
•• The corner of the TLC is programmed with activity, with the main entry and café at
grade, and Lounges, potential event space and the Media Visualization Lab located on
levels 2 and 3
•• The protected entry is clad with a wood soffit and the ground plane leads from the level
plaza to the main entry, connecting the University Student Centre with the TLC.
•• The Principle Corner of the building (NW) is the intersection of University Way and
University Walk. The corner is transparent on levels 2 and 3 to provide views to the
activity within and provide a dramatic evening silhouette.
•• The TLC’s massing and elevations define the University Way’s social space as “outdoor
room” by creating an animated Southern edge. The building’s heavily glazed ground
level and 2nd floor allow connection with the outdoors. Of particular note is the flow
created by the Great Hall where the interior steps and platforms follow the natural grade
and extend to the exterior in a similar and symbiotic manner dissolving the visual edge
between the inside and outside. The 2nd floor Galleria, together with the Great Hall, link
visually with the dynamic pedestrian stretch of the University Way.
•• Furthermore, a coffee shop situated at the North West corner of the building and in close
proximity to the building’s main entrance acts as a social hub with its extended covered
terrace.
•• The 3rd and 4th floor, by contrast, form a solid mass with ‘punched’ windows in strategic
places that offer framed views of the outdoors.
•• The programmes and circulation are organized such that a main hall and a feature stair
are in the proximity of the main entrance, visible from the Plaza. Other programmes that
benefit from outdoor views were distributed along the main glazed North and West walls
of the building, such as the Galleria and the Teaching and Visualization Lab on the 2nd
floor, as well as the café, Immersive Theatre and Collaborative study on the ground floor.

2.6 Build to Lines
•• The TLC aligns with the Library on the West side thus reinforcing the West front of the
University walk and further defining the ceremonial walk.
•• On the North side, the building extends 43.97m from the north face of the Library.
Section 2.6 of the UBCO guidelines references a distance of 24.7m from the library.
The offset of the TLC is determined by i) a minimum 8 m offset from the library to
assure the new construction does not undermine the structure of existing library and ii)
the requirement for the largest programmatic element in the building design, the 400
seat theatre. The ground floor is offset from the library by 39 m with the upper levels
cantilevered a further 5m.

2.7 Views
•• The North – South street section was designed to frame the North-East views of the
valley.
•• The glazed building ‘base’ on the ground floor and 2nd floor allows for exceptional views
of the North-East hills, given the natural slope down towards the East on which the
building sits and follows.
•• Upper floors' solid mass integrates ‘punched’ openings that offer framed views.

View approaching from the East on University Way

2.8 Integrate buildings with Topography
•• The Great Hall Collaborative Study area along the University Way at the ground level
proposes a series of steps and platforms used for study that follow the natural slope down
towards the East. This approach is supported by the landscape along the University Way
where the exterior steps and landings were created along the building to emerge from the
Great Hall steps. The University Plaza at the West end and the East end of the building
integrate into the natural slope.

2.9 Accessibility
•• The TLC is part of an overall master plan for University Way that envisions a level plaza at
the intersection of university Walk and University Way
•• From both the upper plaza and lower entry from Alumni Way there is barrier free access
to the entire project with the exception of 1 tier of the informal study lounge (The Great
Hall), the Projector Room in the 400 Seat Theatre and the loft space in the Digital and
Media Lab
•• Barrier Free / Universal washrooms are accommodated on each floor.
•• Please refer to the landscape design statements regarding accessibility on University Way
View to the North West corner from University Way
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2.10 Services
•• The existing service road to the adjacent Library’s loading dock is being preserved and
used for access to the basement level.

2.11 Weather Protection
•• The main entry is recessed by approx. 4m on the North side and 10m on the West side
thus providing generous weather protection for large groups in the busy North West
corner.

2.12 Crime Prevention
•• Under development with UBCO, the following will be reviewed in the Design
Development Stage: lighting and landscape plan, security cameras, vision panels and
hardware

3. Architectural Design Guidelines
3.1 Massing and Articulation
•• The Design for the TLC reinforces emphasis on the horizontal proportions reflecting the
character of the rolling Okanagan landscape.
•• The overall aeththetic on the longest façade is a combination of a layered massing
with a “floating” solid plane that also has a strong ground connection to the landscape
articulated with terraces, level plazas, ramping and planters.
•• To avoid a monolithic façade along University Way, setbacks are utilized, materials are
nested and transparency shifts from the lower through second floors on the NE corner to
second and third at the NW corner.
•• The building expresses the full 3-4 storeys along University Way to establish street framing
and mass, to frame the views to the landscape and to create the proportions that support
the sense of enclosure.

3.2 Building Heights
•• The new TLC building has an underground level and 4 levels above ground. It is approx.
4m higher than the adjacent existing Library, with the lowest North East corner being
approx. 20m above ground.
•• The Mechanical units are recessed from the edge of the building and its highest unit is
approx. 5m above the roof

3.3 Upper Storey Setbacks
N/A
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3.4 Materials and Colours
•• The building cladding is under development and is anticipated to be a limited palette of
regional materials, inspired by local and campus form and the dialogue between solid,
void, reflective surfaces, highlight colours and wood. The refinement of the gestures,
details and material palette will be further developed in the forth-coming design
development phase.
•• The conceptual material palette includes natural materials and fire resistant materials:
•• Wood for protected soffits and for the interior cladding of the 400 seat theatre
•• Cement Panels (precast integral neutral colour, fibre reinforced for detail control, possibly
with texture)
•• Curtainwall with areas of vertical frit and spandel panels
•• Additional design expression relating to materials includes exposed concrete structure and
accent colours used possibly as a coloured interlayer in interior spaces.

Design Policy Compliance

3.5 Sustainable Design
UBC Okanagan Teaching and Learning Centre design team is committed to following the
UBCO LEED design guidelines for sustainable development at the Okanagan campus, with
a goal of achieving LEED Gold. The guidelines state that all UBCO’s Academic Buildings
are to be constructed using accepted standards to be able to achieve the minimum LEED™
silver rating and all residential buildings are to conform to UBC’s Residential Environment
Assessment Program (REAP) standards.
While these standards allow some flexibility in meeting the targets, design teams are
particularly encouraged to explore the following aspects of sustainability in their designs.
••
••
••
••
••

sustainable site development
water efficiency
energy efficiency
materials selection
indoor environmental quality

Every quality of the project reflects on the others starting, with selection of site, the location
on the site and which vegetation is installed to reflect the native species of the area. The
quality and quantity of storm water drainage will be analyzed to see if it can be incorporated
into the existing education pond located east of the Engineering and Management building.
Our selection of locally sourced and durable materials and details will accentuate the
memorable spaces of the Teaching and Learning Centre while still making the spaces
comfortable to occupy by the students and staff. The use of low VOC paints and finishes, as
well as the incorporation of materials with low embodied energy and minimal off-gassing, is
essential to minimizing greenhouse gas emission and ensuring excellent indoor environmental
quality.

With the location of the site, our design encourages maximum use of natural daylight and
views within building and out to the natural Okanagan Valley landscapes, keeping in mind
that careful light control is essential in classrooms, labs, and anywhere computers are used.
The provision of sun shading will allow winter sun to provide passive solar heat, while still
shading windows in summer to minimize cooling requirements.
Materials with high recycled content will be sourced and utilized within the construction of
the facility including the use of high fly-ash content concrete to increase the recycled content
of the project as a whole.
Incorporation of air lock type vestibules for cold weather at all main and secondary entries
will be installed. This will not only assist with keeping the temperature in the building warm
but it will also control debris that would normally be tracked into the building, which assists
with the air quality of the spaces.
Locally harvested wood, with the possibility of using pine beetle damaged timber, will be
sourced for the highlighted features of the spaces. Buildings which use wood can provide
significant net storage of carbon, which contributes to decreasing greenhouse gases.
In keeping with the University’s role as an educator, opportunities to visually express
strategies for sustainability and advanced building performance will be taken wherever
possible. The UBCO Teaching and Learning Centre has aimed to achieve LEED Gold, with
a current schematic design of 74 points

3.6 Security Plan
To be developed in DD/CD
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4. Landscape
4.1 Lighting
Lighting in the landscape is an opportunity to create an alternative expression and life for the
campus that differentiates and augments the landscape and architecture from its character
during the day. Lighting strategically in the paving, trees and planted areas to highlight
architectural features will be explored in the next design phase. Additionally, provision of
appropriately scaled pedestrian level lighting for safety and recognition will be incorporated
using the University's guidelines for fixture selections and lighting levels. Event lighting in the
Central Plaza should also be incorporated.

4.2 Art
The landscape design will be developed in the next stages of design to incorporate art pieces
to create environments that will not only “show off” the proposed pieces, but also engage
them in a formal and spatial dialogue that enhances their setting and maximizes the potential
for rich public space along the street and around the buildings. The exterior spaces provide
the greatest potential for the arts and public space design to make the buildings stand out in
the larger public realm, and will help to enhance perception of the buildings.

Example of planting

Example of Planters

Example of outdoor seating integrated with planting and stairs

Example of planters integrated with outdoor seating

The key to the success of any art piece on this site is in creating a strong dialogue between
the pieces and the public space design they sit within. The design will seek to engage the
art pieces in a material and formal dialogue that would both speak to and enhance their
relationship to the public realm, and that will engage the visitor. This will include structuring
seating and planting forms to frame and set off the art, paving materials and patterns that
could incorporate the art or engage in a visual dialogue with it, and consideration of the
precise relationship or the art to the street.
Careful siting of art elements at gathering nodes along the street near building main entrances
will activate these spaces. There are many opportunities for the integration of art pieces into
landscape elements along the street, such as incorporating it into paving, lighting features,
walls, benches, tree grates, or stand-alone pieces. Siting vertical art in the plaza will provide
great potential to create a landmark place with strong axial views from both the east and west
along University Way, and north and south along University Walk.
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Planting
Trees, shrubs grasses and perennials will be laid out to harmonize with the formality of
the urban character of University Way/High Street. Deciduous canopy trees will dominate
to provide shade in the summer and allow for sunlight to building interiors during the
winter. Framing of views with trees will be key in reinforcing open space relationships. Plant
mixtures within planters will be designed with height texture and layering to provide year
round interest. Additionally, the plants areas will need to be flood tolerant as roof water will
be stored within planting areas in the event of large storms.
Lawn areas should be developed to the east side of the TLC building for sitting in the sun
and informal recreational uses
Along University Walk, the planting will be structured and designed to enhance the framing
of the views and the ceremonial importance of the space.
Planting will be irrigated according to design guideline requirements for firewise planting
close to structures and general plant health. The goal will be strategic water reduction in
irrigation use where possible.

Example of planting

Example of Planters

Example of outdoor seating integrated with planting and stairs

Example of planters integrated with outdoor seating

Furniture
Landscape furniture will vary depending on the nature of the space, requirements for
flexibility, and formality or informality of use. Seating within the University Way/High Street
boulevard areas will be incorporated into seating walls with custom wood toppers in select
locations. Loose seating and tables will be considered for the terrace areas along the TLC as
well as in the cafe space at the north west recessed transparent corner of the TLC building.
Infrastructure such as garbage and recycling bins will be as per the campus standard in
order for them to be recognizable as well as in keeping with facilities and maintenance
requirements.

To be further developed in DD and CD:
Planting, lighting, paving and paving patterns, material selection, coordination of
infrastructure and utilities, general detail development.
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Title Search

2016-11-28, 14:00:59
Requestor: Jennifer Fossum

  
File Reference:

**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**


SECTION 189 LAND TITLE ACT


Land Title Office

KAMLOOPS
KAMLOOPS



From Title Number

BB1527749
LB225847

 

2016-11-18

 

2016-11-18



Registered Owner/Mailing Address:

   

2016-11-28, 14:00:59
Requestor: Jennifer Fossum


File Reference:
THIS TITLE MAY BE AFFECTED BY A PERMIT UNDER PART 29 OF THE
MUNICIPAL ACT SEE KF75311
THIS TITLE MAY BE AFFECTED BY A PERMIT UNDER PART 29 OF THE
MUNICIPAL ACT (SEE DF KG112117)
HERETO IS ANNEXED EASEMENT D9480 OVER LOT A, PLAN 18883
PART FORMER LOT 2 PLAN KAP87184

HERETO IS ANNEXED EASEMENT T37500 OVER THOSE PARTS OF LOTS 1 TO 10
INCLUSIVE, BLK 15, PLAN 1068 ON PLAN B16248SHOWN AS PCLS'S A TO J
INCLUSIVE RESPECTIVELY ON PLAN A16953
PART FORMER LOT 2 PLAN KAP87184
THIS TITLE MAY BE AFFECTED BY A PERMIT UNDER PART 26 OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ACT, SEE KW8196
PART FORMER LOT 2 PLAN KAP87184

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
107 - 6328 MEMORIAL ROAD
VANCOUVER, BC
V6T 1Z2

THIS TITLE MAY BE AFFECTED BY A PERMIT UNDER PART 26 OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ACT, SEE KX163125
PART FORMER LOT 2 PLAN KAP87184

CITY OF KELOWNA
GLENMORE-ELLISON IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT

THIS TITLE MAY BE AFFECTED BY A PERMIT UNDER PART 26 OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ACT, SEE KX89010
PART FORMER LOT 2 PLAN KAP87184

   
Parcel Identifier:
027-594-564
Legal Description:
LOT A SECTIONS 10 AND 11 TOWNSHIP 23OSOYOOS DIVISION YALE DISTRICT
PLAN KAP87188EXCEPT PART ON PLAN EPP57644

THIS TITLE MAY BE AFFECTED BY A PERMIT UNDER PART 26 OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ACT, SEE KX89011
PART FORMER LOT 2 PLAN KAP87184
THIS TITLE MAY BE AFFECTED BY A PERMIT UNDER PART 26 OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ACT, SEE LA99754

  
NOTICE OF INTEREST, BUILDERS LIEN ACT (S.3(2)), SEE CA3066526
FILED 2013-04-08

HERETO IS ANNEXED EASEMENT LB205470 OVER PART OF THAT PART OF THE
EAST 1/2OF SECTION 10 SHOWN AS 'DITCH RIGHT OF WAY' ON PLAN 1638
TOWNSHIP 23ODYD LYING ADJACENT TOT LOTS 3, 5, 6AND 7 PLAN 1638
(DESCRIBED IN DD 51486F) AS SHOWN ON PLAN KAP86733

SUBJECT TO RESERVATIONS SEE DD 108142F
ZONING REGULATION AND PLAN UNDER THE AERONAUTICS ACT 'CANADA' FILED
DECEMBER 13, 1977 UNDER NO M74009 & S23537 SEE PLAN M13304
THIS TITLE MAY BE AFFECTED BY A PERMIT UNDER PART 29 OF THE
MUNICIPAL ACT SEE KF75306
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File Reference:


Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Transfer Number:
Remarks:

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

RIGHT OF WAY
72978E
1958-01-30 12:34
BC GAS UTILITY LTD.
INCORPORATION NO. 368681
KR104757
PART ON PLAN A1635 INTER ALIA
CANCELLED AS TO PART IN PLAN KAP58758 BY KL23675
UNDERSURFACE RIGHTS
E11007
1970-04-15 15:24
MARY CATHERINE NEAVE
INTER ALIA (DD E10197) OTHER THAN THOSE EXCEPTED
BY THE CROWN
PART FORMER LOT 2 PLAN KAP87184

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
V42675
1983-06-22 14:06
GLENMORE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
THAT PART SHOWN ON PLAN A17725TOGETHER WITH
ANCILLARY RIGHTS OVER THE REMAINDER AS TO PART
FORMER LOT 3 PLAN 1638EXCEPT PLANS 34113, 37788,
H764, H739AND H16596
INTER ALIA
EXTENDED BY LB225850

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Remarks:

EASEMENT
V42677
1983-06-22 14:07
THAT PART SHOWN ON PLAN A17726APPURTENANT TO LOTS
1 AND 2, PLAN 34113
INTER ALIA
MODIFIED BY KL134643
EXTENDED BY KL135893

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:
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2016-11-28, 14:00:59
Requestor: Jennifer Fossum

 

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
W2807
1984-01-17 10:44
GLENMORE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
INTER ALIA
ANCILLARY RIGHTS AS TO PART FORMER LOT 3 PLAN 1638
EXCEPT PLANS 34113, 37788, H764, H739AND H16596





 



2016-11-28, 14:00:59
Requestor: Jennifer Fossum


File Reference:
Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
W8379
1984-02-14 11:40
WEST KOOTENAY POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY LIMITED
PART ON PLAN A18107 WITH ANCILLARY RIGHTS OVER THE
REMAINDER AS TO PART FORMER LOT 5 PLAN 1638
EXCEPT PLAN H8323
INTER ALIA
EXTENDED BY LB225849

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
W44573
1984-08-14 10:05
BRITISH COLUMBIA TELEPHONE COMPANY
ANCILLARY RIGHTS

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
X166578
1987-03-05 10:20
WEST KOOTENAY POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY, LIMITED
INTER ALIA PART ON PLAN 37776

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
KF118943
1992-11-26 14:01
BRITISH COLUMBIA TELEPHONE COMPANY

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:

STATUTORY RIGHT-OF-WAY
KH117170
1994-12-02 13:46
BC TEL
INCORPORATION NO. A1801

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
KJ6278
1995-01-26 09:37
BC GAS UTILITY LTD. , (INC. NO. 368681)
PART SHOWN ON PLAN A17725
WITH ANCILLARY RIGHTS OVER THE REMAINDER
EXTENDED BY LB225851

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
KK86207
1996-10-02 13:33
BC GAS UTILITY LTD.
EXTENDED BY LB225852







 



Reports

2016-11-28, 14:00:59
Requestor: Jennifer Fossum


File Reference:
Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Remarks:

EASEMENT
KL134643
1997-12-09 11:11
MODIFICATION OF V42677
PART FORMER LOT 2 PLAN KAP87184

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Remarks:

EASEMENT
KL135893
1997-12-09 11:11
EXTENSION OF V42677
PART ON PLAN KAP60726

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:

2016-11-28, 14:00:59
Requestor: Jennifer Fossum


File Reference:
Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

COVENANT
LB28151
2007-03-13 09:00
CITY OF KELOWNA
PART FORMER LOT A PLAN 38917 EX:
PLAN KAP57788

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
KT137440
2002-12-12 12:03
AQUILA NETWORKS CANADA (BRITISH COLUMBIA) LTD.
EXTENDED BY LB225848
PART FORMER LOT A PLAN KAP57788; LOT A PLAN 38917
EXCEPT PLAN KAP57788AND LOT B PLAN KAP57788
CANCELLED BY LB511361 2012-10-17 AS TO PART SHOWN
ON PLAN KAP92877

UNDERSURFACE AND OTHER EXC & RES
LB225839
2008-07-30 15:00
THE CROWN IN RIGHT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
SECTION 40 COMMUNITY CHARTER
RIGHT OF RESUMPTION IN SEC 35(8) OF THE
COMMUNITY CHARTER CANCELLED SEE LB225840
PART FORMER CLOSED ROAD ON PLAN KAP87183

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

COVENANT
LB225845
2008-07-30 15:00
CITY OF KELOWNA
SECTION 44COMMUNITY CHARTER
PART ON PLAN KAP87186

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
KT140716
2002-12-19 11:12
BC GAS UTILITY LTD.
INCORPORATION NO. 368681
PART FORMER LOT 2 PLAN KAP87184

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

COVENANT
LB225846
2008-07-30 15:01
CITY OF KELOWNA
SECTION 44COMMUNITY CHARTER
PART ON PLAN KAP87187

Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
KT140717
2002-12-19 11:12
BC GAS UTILITY LTD.
INCORPORATION NO. 368681
PART FORMER LOT 2 PLAN KAP87184

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
KV71378
2003-06-24 11:02
GLENMORE-ELLISON IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
PART FORMER LOT 2 PLAN KAP87184

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
LB225848
2008-07-30 15:01
FORTISBC INC.
EXTENSION OF KT137440
PART ON PLAN KAP87189
CANCELLED BY LB511361 2012-10-17 AS TO PART SHOWN
ON PLAN KAP92877

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
LB225849
2008-07-30 15:01
FORTISBC INC.
EXTENSION OF W8379
PART ON PLAN KAP87190

Remarks:
Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
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Reports

2016-11-28, 14:00:59
Requestor: Jennifer Fossum


File Reference:
Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
LB225850
2008-07-30 15:01
GLENMORE-ELLISON IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
EXTENSION OF V42675
PART ON PLAN KAP87191

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
LB225851
2008-07-30 15:01
TERASEN GAS INC.
INCORPORATION NO. BC0778288
EXTENSION OF KJ6278
PART ON PLAN KAP87191

Remarks:

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
LB385187
2010-05-14 10:08
FORTISBC INC.
PART IN PLANS KAP90788AND KAP90789

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
LB385214
2010-05-14 10:08
FORTISBC INC.

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
LB385241
2010-05-14 11:02
FORTISBC INC.
PART IN PLANS KAP90790, KAP90791, KAP90792,
KAP90793AND KAP90794

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
LB420918
2010-11-23 14:39
FORTISBC INC.
PART ON PLAN KAP91571
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STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
LB225852
2008-07-30 15:04
TERASEN GAS INC.
INCORPORATION NO. BC0778288
EXTENSION OF KK86207
PART ON PLAN KAP87192





 



2016-11-28, 14:00:59
Requestor: Jennifer Fossum


File Reference:
Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
LB429663
2010-12-24 12:26
FORTISBC INC.
PART ON PLAN KAP91731

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
LB458706
2011-03-29 11:25
FORTISBC INC.
PART ON PLAN KAP91957

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
LB467211
2011-05-26 11:37
FORTISBC INC.
PART ON PLAN KAP92113

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
LB511362
2012-10-17 14:38
FORTISBC INC.
PART SHOWN AS PARCEL J ON PLAN KAP90790

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
LB511363
2012-10-17 14:38
FORTISBC INC.

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
LB511364
2012-10-17 14:38
FORTISBC INC.
PART SHOWN ON PLAN EPP22372

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
LB511365
2012-10-17 14:38
FORTISBC INC.

Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
LB516538
2013-03-28 10:15
GLENMORE-ELLISON IMPROVEMANT DISTRICT
PART ON PLAN KAP92936







 



Reports

2016-11-28, 14:00:59
Requestor: Jennifer Fossum

7,7/(6($5&+35,17
File Reference:
Nature:
Registration Number:
Registration Date and Time:
Registered Owner:
Remarks:

STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
CA3063835
2013-04-05 09:55
GLENMORE-ELLISON IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
PART IN PLAN KAP88509

'XSOLFDWH,QGHIHDVLEOH7LWOH

NONE OUTSTANDING

7UDQVIHUV

NONE

3HQGLQJ$SSOLFDWLRQV

NONE
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Reports

Site Profile

30

Reports

Green Building Certification

31

Reports

Geotechnical Report

32

Reports

33

Reports

34

Reports

35

Reports

36

Reports

37

Reports

38

Reports

Pre-Construction Photos

View West to site across University Way

View East across site from University Walk

View South to site across University Way

39

Reports

Building Signage
Legend
D1

Campus Directional Sign
Vehicular scale

D2

UBC Street Sign
Campus Core

D4

Area Facility Signs for Pedestrians

D5

Destination Sign Blades

A2

Immediate Building Vicinity
(accessible routes)

A3

Access Directional Sign

A10

TTY Telephone Sign

B1

Freestanding Building
Identification Sign (standard)

B4

Wall-mounted Building
Identification Signs

L1

40

Smoking is Prohibited Sign

Drawings

41

Drawings

Cover Sheet / Building Statistics

42

Drawings

Context Plan

43

Drawings

Site Plan

44

Drawings

Utilities Plan

Drawing to be resubmitted when utilities connection design complete
45

Drawings

Preliminary Service Connection Application Form

46

Drawings

Survey Plan

47

Drawings

Shadow Analysis

March 20, 10AM

March 20, 12PM

March 20, 2PM

June 20, 10AM

June 20, 12PM

June 20, 2PM

48

Drawings

Lower Level Floor Plan

Summer
49

Drawings

Ground Level Floor Plan

Lower Level
50

Drawings

Second Level Floor Plan

Ground Floor
51

Drawings

Third Level Floor Plan

Second Floor
52

Drawings

Roof Plan

Third Floor
53

Drawings

Elevations

Caption
54

Drawings

Elevations

55

Drawings

Sections

56

Sections

Caption

Drawings

Landscape Plan
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